Figure 1: Model Variants. Shared Encoder always apply self-attention within utterance bounds. Masked Transformer applies self-attention among all utterances as depicted by the attention mask.

Figure 2: Block diagram of the HIER-Joint Architecture. Red links are cross attention from decoder to HT-Encoder. Blue links denote the mean token embeddings from predictions of the previous block.

A Hyperparameter Bounds

```json
{
    'nhead': [2, 8],
    'embedding_perhead': [25, 40],
    'nhid_perhead': [10, 40],
    'nlayers_el': [2, 6],
    'nlayers_e2': [2, 6],
    'nlayers_d': [2, 6],
    'dropout': [0.05, 0.8]
}
```
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